Abstract-Performing activity recognition using the information provided by the different sensors embedded in a smartphone face limitations due to the capabilities of those devices when the computations are carried out in the terminal. In this work a fuzzy inference module is implemented in order to decide which classifier is the most appropriate to be used at a specific moment regarding the application requirements and the device context characterized by its battery level, available memory and CPU load. The set of classifiers that is considered is composed of Decision Tables and Trees that have been trained using different number of sensors and features. In addition, some classifiers perform activity recognition regardless of the on-body device position and others rely on the previous recognition of that position to use a classifier that is trained with measurements gathered with the mobile placed on that specific position. The modules implemented show that an evaluation of the classifiers allows sorting them so the fuzzy inference module can choose periodically the one that best suits the device context and application requirements.
INTRODUCTION
Activity recognition is a well-explored research field, e.g. developed on the need of supporting prevention, diagnosis and treatment of some healthcare problems [1] . The methods proposed to detect activity have evolved from diaries where the user had to write down an exhaustive registry of his/her daily activities, to automatic recognition systems. These automatic systems usually rely on the deployment of ad-hoc infrastructures (e.g. cameras, RFID tags, etc.) [2] or wearable sensors [3] [4] .
Nowadays, the penetration of smartphones and their use on a daily basis are growing spectacularly. This fact, together with the integration of new technologies and sensors in those devices, broadens the fields of applications developed relying on those devices. For this reason, some works are starting to focus on how to automatically recognize activity by using the sensors embedded in a smartphone. This approach overcomes the limitations of having to deal with external wearable sensors or infrastructures.
Most of the literature related to activity recognition based on wearable and mobile sensors presents systems which process the information in a centralized element, not considering the design of embeddable strategies for resourceconstrained devices. In-device computing may substantially enhance the estimation response time for applications needing real-time continuous data. The design of sound embeddable techniques for activity recognition implies taking into account that they may be very costly in terms of resource consumption and that they will have to coexist with many other modules in the mobile device.
Thus, in this paper we analyze the cost of integrating a set of classifiers to detect user activity in a smartphone and propose a fuzzy method to optimize their use in real time applications by dynamically selecting the best algorithm capable of fulfilling the application's requirements in terms of accuracy and timing.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II focuses on reviewing some works related to performance measurement and use of fuzzy logic for resource management. Section III gives additional details on the problem. The architecture of our embeddable multi-classifier system for activity recognition is addressed in Section IV. Section V gathers implementation aspects driven to support the subsequent performance analysis of the individual classifiers and the fuzzy selection module. Section VI concludes the work.
II. RELATED WORK
Most of the works tackling with embeddable activity recognition aim at finding the best set of features and algorithms to differentiate the activity [5] , but they do not analyze the impact of that computation process when the system must run inside the device. One of the works that do address this issue is the one from Lane et al. [6] , which have designed BeWell, an application in which the embedded accelerometer, microphone and GPS receiver are used to recognize driving, stationary, running and walking activities, analyzing the RAM and CPU load of the application, as well as its impact on power consumption. Chu et al. [7] have developed Kobe: a tool that performs profiling and optimization of mobile embedded classifiers to achieve an optimal energy-latency-accuracy tradeoff.
Regarding the use of fuzzy-based techniques for dynamic resource selection, it is proven that such techniques are suitable in representing quality measurements by means of natural linguistic rules over imprecise variables and are also quite effective for making real time decisions using incomplete information [8] . In [9] , a Fuzzy Inference Scheme module deployed in WSN nodes is used to assess the degree of trust on the data each node offers (QoI out ) when aggregating information. Three input variables are evaluated: (i) completeness (fraction of nodes responding the aggregation query), (ii) consistency (standard deviation on aggregated data received) and (iii) QoI in (quality of information of each aggregated data source). This QoI out score is used to decide whether to employ or not the information offered. Taking into account this model, improvements up to around 20% can be achieved in the accuracy of aggregated data. In the same line, although just a simulation is presented, PalCom project researchers proposed a fuzzy-based process where services QoS (Quality of Service) is modeled taking into consideration service intrinsic characteristics and those related to the devices where they are executed (e.g. battery lifetime, processing load and signal strength) [10] . A rule-based fuzzy expert system is used to figure out a 'potential value' scoring each available service, used as criteria to optimize the service selection.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
This work focuses on (i) integrating and analyzing in practice the performance of a set of embeddable classifiers for activity recognition and (ii) developing a module that chooses the best activity classifier to be used, taking into consideration the requirements of the application that is going to use the activity information and the availability of resources in the mobile device (device context). The application relies on a set of classifiers based on Decision Trees and Tables, previously analyzed in [11] , which have proven to be light enough to be integrated in mobile devices, to recognize the following activities: slow, normal and rush walking, running, standing and sitting. These activities have a direct translation into energy expenditure [12] and are common in standard daily settings (office, home, commuting, etc.).
Previous works on mobile activity estimation [5] have shown that knowing the body position in which a mobile is being carried may enhance the results achieved in user activity classification. In our proposal of light classifiers, we have included the possibility of activating a first stage of body position estimation, capable of delivering information about where the user is carrying the mobile device: in the hand (texting or talking), in the front or back trouser pockets, in the shirt or jacket pockets, in a short or long strap bag, in a backpack, in an armband or in a waist case. Naturally, considering this stage implies increasing the computation time and cost.
In addition, as nowadays devices integrate a large set of sensors, the classification can be carried out profiting from the information gathered by all the available sensors, or by a selected group of them. Accelerometers are the sensors most commonly embedded in different devices (not only phones), so it has been chosen to reduce computational load of the classification. Finally, the set of parameters that can be computed to get significant values that allow differentiating the activities can be composed of time or frequency-domain features, having the latter higher computational cost.
This large amount of sensors, features and algorithms results in a big set of possible classifiers, with different accuracies, latencies and costs. Figure 1 summarizes the characteristics used to determine which is the most convenient classifier regarding the specific context of the mobile device at the moment when the classification must be carried out (a significant part of the list of classifiers is shown in Table I ). In an off-line phase, the characteristics of each available classifier must be evaluated in order to be used as classifier selection process input. The features used are the trained accuracy, response delay, memory size, and complexity. The requirements of the application related to accuracy and response delay are also considered. Once the application is running the device context is measured, which is characterized by its battery level, available memory and CPU load. On these data, a rule-based selection module based on fuzzy inference is then used to choose the classifier.
IV. ARCHITECTURE'S DETAILS OF AN EMBEDDABLE MULTI-CLASSIFIER SYSTEM FOR ACTIVITY RECOGNITION
In our approach, an application willing to receive activity data exposes its needs in terms of accuracy and response delay (these parameters are introduced as discrete values, e.g. low, medium or high). Then, a fuzzy selector analyzes the device state and chooses the best classifier to fulfill the consumer application requests. To do so, a previous off-line characterization on the performance of the available algorithms has to be done. Figure 1 
A. Multipurpose modules: Sensor Data Acquisition and Device Context Monitoring modules
An Android enabled mobile device equipped with accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer, light and proximity sensors is used (Google Nexus S,). In this way, the Android API facilitates gathering the measurements of these sensors at a sampling rate that is high enough to recognize the different activities. Regarding sensor data acquisition, the frequency used to gather them is the one labeled as 'normal' in the API, chosen among the ones provided by Android (i.e. normal, fastest, game and user interface), which provides a data rate of around 6 Hz (in this device) for the accelerometer sensor which has proven to be enough to get several data samples from each step during the movement of the user, since the average longest time per step for an individual is not beyond 1.15 s/step (experimentally determined).
The device context is also obtained using the Android tools to gather the information related to the battery level, memory available and CPU load of the different applications running in the device at that specific moment. This information, together with the application requirements, helps selecting the most suitable classifier.
B. Off-line stage: Classifier evaluation module
As it has been introduced in the problem statement section (Section III) the set of classifiers considered for this application can be divided in different groups regarding their different characteristics. The most important difference is that some classifiers compute classification regardless of the position in which the mobile is being carried, and others perform the classification in a two stage process: first, a Decision Tree classifier is considered to determine the position of the mobile, and second, the appropriate classifier trained with measurements gathered carrying the mobile on that specific position is used.
Once that first classification is made, the classifiers are subdivided in both branches regarding other conditions that affect resource consumption:
Number of sensors: we have trained (i) classifiers taking into consideration accelerometer (using the estimation of gravity and linear acceleration provided by Android tools), gyroscope, magnetometer sensors and the computation of orientation (provided by Android tools based on accelerometer as well as magnetometer measurements) and (ii) classifiers that only use the accelerometer. This factor is a tradeoff between accuracy, computational load and size of the classifier..
Sliding windows used to compute the attributes: two possible approaches have been considered when calculating the features: first of all, windows 3 seconds long (18 samples in the accelerometer case) have been chosen, since that length guarantees that the signals gathered from several steps are stored in the same window. Then, the measurements gathered using windows without overlap as well windows with 50 % overlap are used to carry out feature computation. The former case feeds the activity classification stage every 3 seconds and the latter every 1.5 seconds, so the second approach suits better applications with stricter delay constraints. Obviously, the length of the windows and the overlapping percentage could be modified to fulfill the specific application requirements.
Type of features: time-domain features (mean, variance, zero crossing rate, 75th percentile, interquartile, correlation) and frequency-domain features (FFT energy, frequency entropy and power spectrum centroid), together with the signal energy are considered. Due to the fact that frequencydomain features are demanding in computational terms, classifiers are trained with the best set of features among all time and frequency-domain features as well as only with the best of all mean and variance features. This selection is carried out estimating the features the most correlated ones with the class attribute and the most uncorrelated ones among them (WEKA's CfsSubsetEval method [13] ).
In this case, Decision Tables and Trees (C4.5 ) have been used, due to the fact that their computational weight is small and can be easily integrated in a mobile device. The training of the classifiers has been done using WEKA [13] (a tool that provides the implementation of many data mining algorithms). A subset of the list of classifiers that we have considered is available in Table I .
In order to be able to choose the best classifier that fulfills the application requirements at a specific moment, an evaluation of the characteristics of these classifiers must be done. The parameters considered to discriminate them are:
Trained accuracy: to estimate the accuracy that could be expected from a classifier, the one obtained using offline gathered data processed with WEKA in a computer is used.
Response delay: apart from the intrinsic delay due to the windows considered to store sensor measurements, the time necessary to compute features and perform classification is calculated to differentiate slower classifiers from faster ones.
Memory size: the classifiers trained using WEKA have been translated to java objects and classes to carry out classification in the mobile. Their size is considered for comparison.
Complexity: this parameter models the computation complexity of the classifier regarding the number of features that must be computed and their type, since frequencydomain features are more computational demanding than time-domain features. 
C. On-line stage: Fuzzy selector 1) Fuzzy-based classifier quality computation module
As a first step in our classifier selector, several quality measurements associated to the desired classifiers have to be performed. These calculations are implemented by means of a FIS (Fuzzy Inference System; see Figure 2 ). FIS performs a nonlinear mapping between inputs and outputs. The inputs are crisp values that are transformed into fuzzy sets by a fuzzification process. Input and output fuzzy sets (i.e. fuzzy database) are combined using several fuzzy rules to produce fuzzy conclusions, finally converted into crisp outputs by means of a defuzzification mechanism.
Two kinds of inputs are considered in our particular FIS: [14] and consequents are obtained applying Mamdani implication [15] . Crisp outputs are obtained using COG (Center Of Gravity) as defuzzification method [16] . 
2) Distance-based classifier choice method
The above presented fuzzy-based module periodically offers the set of quality scores that best match the application inputs regarding several classification features (i.e. accuracyQuality, responseTimeQuality, complexityQuality and fileSizeQuality). Based on the classifiers modeling presented in Subsection IV.B, a distance-based method has been developed in order to calculate the best classifier fulfilling these scores (1)-(4) (see Figure 3) . Equation (1) is used to calculate the distance between (i) the quality associated to each classifier ܿ for a particular feature m (i.e. ‫ݍ‬ (ܿ ) ; remember that this quality has been previously calculated, see Subsection IV.B) and (ii) the quality score obtained in the FIS phase ‫ݍ(‬ ‫))ݐ(‬ for a particular classifier feature m.
Distances in (1) are used to calculate ܿ * ‫:)ݐ(‬ the most adapted classifier having into account the application inputs (i.e. device context and application requirements). This can be easily obtained calculating:
It has to be noted that this selection method may generate more than just one candidate classifier. Then, final output can be expressed as a vector ‫)ݐ(‬ തതതതതത = [ܿ ଵ , ܿ ଶ , … , ܿ ] indicating if each classifier is recommended (ܿ = 1) or not (ܿ = 0) for the given inputs (context and requirements).
V. SYSTEM VALIDATION
In this section the results of the evaluation and the election of the classifiers are explained. The results of the evaluation of classifiers that take into consideration the position correspond to the ones trained with the data that uses most frequency-domain features, since those are considered the worst case due to their computational requirements.
A. Classifier evaluation
The evaluation of each classifier feature has been carried out as follows (Table II contains 
the obtained results):
Trained accuracy: this accuracy is obtained by testing the classifiers using leave-one-subject-out method (training the classifier with the data gathered from ܰ − 1 subjects and testing it on the data corresponding to the last user) using a database composed of 16 subjects who performed the above mentioned activities. The results achieved vary between 76% and 99% accuracy.
Response delay: the Traceview Android tool allows storing when each thread and method started and stopped together with a summary of what happened inside the methods. The delays corresponding to the methods that carry out the computation of the features and the classification are added to calculate the specific time that each classifier needs to perform those operations. The measurements are repeated 20 times; the results are averaged. In addition, the delay measured when carrying out position classification is added to the activity classifiers that need that estimation previous to activity classification. Finally, it is also considered windows with or without overlap used to compute the features that add 3 seconds between classifications in the former case and 1.5 seconds in the latter one. The processing times associated to the computation of the features and the classification vary between 2 and 265 ms. These differences are mainly due to the computation of the features when frequency-domain ones are present, since the classification stage is very fast in the Tree as well as in the Decision Table cases .
Memory size: the values of this parameter are the sizes of the class files of each Decision Table and the size of the binary file that stores the java object that describes the Tree and are used to carry out classification in the mobile. Regarding Table II , it can be seen that the values vary between 4 and 857 kB. The differences are due to the amount of rules in the case of the Decision Table and Leaves in the case of the Tree. Larger values correspond to the cases in which the classifier carries out the recognition regardless of the position of the mobile, since the training has been done using the data from all the positions and more information is needed to distinguish the activities as they are sensed quite differently depending on where the mobile is placed.
Complexity: the complexity of the different classifiers has been chosen to be a discrete parameter that varies between 0 and 1, characterizing 0 the most complex classifiers and 1 the simplest ones. The specific values that have been chosen follow these rules:
Where ܰ ௧ is the number of features and ‫ݍ݁ݎܨ‬ ௧ is the number of frequency-domain features that are computed. The rules remark the fact that that type of features demand higher computational capabilities. 
Random inputs simulation
A simulation generating random inputs has been performed in order to test the behavior of the fuzzy-based classifier selector module. Within this random environment, the relative frequency each classifier has been selected by the fuzzy-distance module has been calculated (Table III. A). It can be noted that these values are aligned with those presented in Table III .B that represents, as shown in equation (6) , the mean distance between classifier score ‫ݍ(‬ (ܿ )) and the midpoint of the range of the classification feature m ‫ܺܣܯ(‬ ), for each available feature m. This alignment shows that, for a random inputs simulation and for our particular fuzzy databases and fuzzy rules, our classifier selector system (FIS score computation plus distance-based selection) tent to offer those classifiers presenting average characteristics.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This work has analyzed the cost of integrating a set of classifiers used to detect user activity in a smartphone by means of a fuzzy-based method optimizing their use in real time applications. The procedure used to evaluate the characteristics of each classifier in order to be able to choose the most suitable one has proven to be sufficient to sort out the classifiers regarding those characteristics. The results show that the time taken to perform classification is negligible with respect to the time necessary to compute the features when frequency-domain ones are considered. In addition, the size of the classifiers is obviously related to the number of rules or leaves which depends on the consideration of the position in which the mobile is being carried, since the movements differ significantly depending on where the mobile is placed. In addition, the computational load (time and size) is reduced when only the accelerometer is used, since the number of features is also reduced.
Regarding the fuzzy classifier selection, the approach presented in this work has to be considered just as a first step towards a comprehensive integration of this kind of technologies. Next steps have to consider automatic generation of the fuzzy rules used to score classifiers quality (even fuzzy membership functions automatic tuning may be also considered), e.g. using neural networks.
Finally, a real application environment feeding the fuzzy classification module with the required inputs (device context and application requirements) will be also considered in future developments.
